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Abstract4

Feature selection and instance selection are two data preprocessing methods widely used5

in data mining and pattern recognition. The main goal is to reduce the computational cost6

of many learning tasks. Recently, joint feature and instance selection has been approached7

by solving some global optimization problems using meta-heuristics. This approach is not8

only computationally expensive, but also does not exploit the fact that the data usually has a9

structured manifold implicitly hidden in the data and its labels.10

In this paper, we address joint feature and instance selection using scores derived from dis-11

criminant analysis theory. We present three approaches for joint feature and instance selection.12

The first scheme is a wrapper technique, while the other two schemes are filtering techniques.13

In the filtering approaches, the search process uses a genetic algorithm where the evaluation cri-14

terion is mainly given by the discriminant analysis score. This score depends simultaneously on15

the feature subset candidate and the best corresponding subset of instances. Thus, the best fea-16

ture subset and the best instances are determined by finding the best score. The performance17

of the proposed approaches is quantified and studied using image classification with Nearest18

Neighbor and Support Vector Machine Classifiers. Experiments are conducted on five public19

image datasets. We compare the performance of our proposed methods with several state-of-20

the-art methods. The experiments performed show the superiority of the proposed methods21

over several baseline methods.22

Keywords Feature selection, instance selection, feature and instance selection, discriminant23

analysis, image classification.24

1 Introduction25

Feature selection (FS) and instance selection (IS) have been an active research topic in preprocessing26

of datasets of images, videos, and texts as they promise fast performance and reduced complexity27
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in classification problems. The importance of these tasks is increasingly recognized in most real-28

world datasets problems that are addressed in machine learning and autonomous systems. Feature29

Selection methods reduce the dimensionality of datasets by removing features that are considered30

as irrelevant or noisy for the learning task. This topic has received a lot of attention in machine31

learning and pattern recognition communities [4, 46, 68, 35, 37, 50, 1]. In any dataset, data can32

be seen as a collection of data points called instances. Each instance can describe a particular33

object or situation and is defined by a set of independent variables called features or attributes.34

Instance Selection refers to the task of selecting a useful subset of data called representatives that35

can summarize the whole dataset (images, videos or texts)[17, 34, 6, 20]. On the other hand,36

Feature Selection selects a subset of features that represents patterns from a larger set of features37

that are often mutually redundant, possibly irrelevant[59, 64, 18]. As a result the ability to select38

features from a large feature set can be critical for many computer vision tasks since the task will39

focus only on the important attributes of the dataset. Instance Selection and Feature Selection40

are used by many machine learning algorithms such as classification and clustering. In this regard,41

many methods for Instance Selection and Feature Selection have been proposed and have shown42

promising results [24, 32, 65, 56].43

Accordingly, other approaches rely on the well-known statistical analysis technique Least Squares44

Regression (LSR) to perform various discriminative learning methods. In [63, 66], the authors pro-45

pose a multiclass feature selection algorithm that embeds class label information into the LSR46

formulation so that the distances between classes can be increased. This was achieved by introduc-47

ing a ǫ- dragging technique that forces the regression targets of different classes to move in opposite48

directions. In [61], the authors introduce a new relaxed label regression method that aims to pre-49

serve the row sparsity consistency property of samples from the same class, so that the distances of50

regression responses between samples from the same class can be greatly reduced, imposing a novel51

inter-class sparsity regularisation term on the transformation. In contrast, other authors do not52

introduce an additional regularization term to capture the local structure of the data, but instead53

constrain the reconstruction error of the data by using low-rank preserving projection over a graph54

regularized reconstruction [60].55

In this paper, we address the problem of features and instance selection. Generally speaking,56

it was shown that the best way for performing feature and instance selection is either to perform57

feature selection then instance selection, or to simultaneously perform both tasks. Both schemes58
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can have their own drawbacks and limitations. For instance, the first scheme (feature selection59

then instance selection), the instance selection can be affected by the solution provided by the60

subset of features found in a separate stage in advance. The simultaneous solution can be sub-61

optimal and lacks of efficiency since very often the solution is obtained by a wrapper technique.62

We propose a trade-off solution that can be seen as an in-between solution that is efficient and63

accurate. The proposed method exploits the strengths of some feature subset selection and data64

self-representativeness instance selection. A genetic algorithm based search scheme is deployed in65

order to optimize a given criterion that characterizes the subset of features and the associated66

selected instances. The proposed schemes are tested for the task of classification over different67

datasets having small and high dimension. In addition, the proposed method will be compared68

with the main trends used for combining feature and instance selection. Classification perfor-69

mances will be quantified on several public image datasets in the two scenarios: original training70

dataset, and (ii) pre-processed training dataset. Here, the pre-processed datasets means that the71

training datasets undergoes feature and instance selection according to a given method.72

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the concept of Feature73

and Instance Selection. It briefly reviews the instance selection method (Sparse Modeling Repre-74

sentative Selection (SMRS)). Section 3 introduces our proposed schemes for the joint feature and75

instance selection. Section 4 presents our experiments and results. Section 5 concludes the paper.76

Table 1 presents the main acronyms and notations used in the paper.77

2 Related Work78

This section briefly presents the feature and instance selection. It also reviews the instance selection79

method based on Sparse Modeling Representation Selection.80

2.1 Feature selection81

Feature selection is one of the stage for preprocessing the data through the identification and82

selection of a subset of F features from the original data of D features (F < D) without any83

transformation[57]. In the domain of supervised learning, feature Selection attempts to maximize84

the accuracy of the classifier, minimizing the related measurement costs by reducing irrelevant and85

possibly redundant features [5, 40, 45, 26, 46, 68, 35, 37, 50, 1]. Feature selection reduces the86
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Table 1: Description of the main acronyms and notations used in this paper.
Notation Description

FS Feature Selection
IS Instance Selection
FSIS Feature Selection + Instance Selection
FIS Simultaneous Feature and Instance Selection
LDA Linear Discriminant Analysis
LDE Local Discriminant Embedding
GA Genetic Algorithm

N Number of images or samples
D Dimension of samples
C Number of classes
X Data matrix ∈ R

D×N

x Data sample or feature vector ∈ R
D

F Subset of selected features
XF Data matrix ∈ R

F×N after feature selection
XI Data matrix ∈ R

D×M after instance selection
XFI or XI Data matrix ∈ R

F×M after feature and instance selection
W Projection matrix ∈ R

D×F or Selection matrix ∈ B
D×F

B Coding matrix ∈ R
N×N

H Binary chromosome ∈ B
D

complexity and the associated computational cost and improves the probability that a solution will87

be comprehensible and realistic.88

2.2 Instance selection89

As data volumes continue to grow, many traditional methods and systems struggle to process such90

volumes of data to obtain actionable knowledge [62, 22]. Current classification algorithms suffer91

from memory requirements and excessive processing times that make them impractical when dealing92

with huge datasets [25]. These issues can be critical when using an inert learning algorithm such93

as the nearest neighbor rule, and can prevent results from being obtained. However, reducing the94

size of the dataset by selecting a representative subset has two main advantages. (1) It reduces the95

storage space required to store the data. (2) It speeds up the learning and classification algorithms.96

In the last two decades, several instance selection methods have been proposed [3, 54, 16, 33, 48, 58].97

2.3 Combining Feature and Instance Selection98

Instead of treating the instance or feature selection problems separately, some research efforts have99

been devoted to the study of the dual problem IS and FS, which we will refer to as feature and100

instance selection (FIS). There is no disadvantage in addressing both problems simultaneously,101
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since features and instances can be selected independently: Classification accuracy is the only part102

of the problem that is determined by the selected data.103

Many algorithms have been developed to tackle either instance or feature selection. However,104

few works have addressed the joint instance and feature selection problem [21, 51]. The simplest105

way to combine instance and feature selection is to perform one process at a time. When the first106

process is instance selection and the second is feature selection, the combination is called ISFS.107

The reverse case is referred to as FSIS.108

In [30], the authors solve these two problems using a heuristic technique. They use two simul-109

taneous Simulated Annealing algorithms where each problem is solved separately and they then110

compute the quality of both problems using the current solution of each process.111

Much work has been done with genetic and evolutionary algorithms [2, 53]. In [53], the authors112

use a chromosome that is a binary vector whose elements are associated with all instances and113

all features. The search for optimal subsets of features and instances is transferred to finding the114

optimal chromosome. Very often genetic algorithms are invoked to solve these problems. In [44]115

the authors use the chromosome in a different way, they split it into two fields. The first field116

corresponds to the feature weights and the second field has binary values corresponding to the117

instances. In [31] the authors use boolean value coding to select features and instances. The fitness118

function used is set to the combination of the accuracy of the Nearest Neighbor classifier and a119

value that penalizes the cardinality of each set.120

In [11], the authors use an intelligent multi-objective evolutionary design to solve the instance121

and feature selection problems. The goal is to search for a minimal subset of features and instances122

by maximizing the classification accuracy of the Nearest Neighbor classifier. In [47], the authors123

use a hybrid genetic algorithm with the dual goal of reducing instances and selecting features124

while achieving the highest classification score. In [27], the authors use a genetic algorithm to125

select a small number of instances along with only significant features by giving the change that126

excludes features a greater probability of excluding features from the solutions. In [49], the authors127

present a combination of instance and feature selection by using an adaptation to the Estimation128

of Distribution algorithm (EDA)named Genetic Algorithm. [41] In [12], the authors propose the129

Instance and Feature Selection method based on an evolutionary model to perform feature and130

instance selection in Nearest Neighbor classification. It is based on the use of three population131

types, where these types represent the FS problem, the IS problem, and the feature and instance132
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problem. Each chromosome in each population has a fitness function formed by the accuracy of133

the NN classifier (obtained from the three NN classifiers) and the reduction ratio in features and134

instances.135

2.4 Review of Instance Selection based on SMRS136

In this section, we briefly describe the efficient instance selection method described in [19] (namely,137

the method Sparse Modeling Representative Selection (SMRS)). In what follows, large bold letters138

denote matrices and small bold letters denote vectors. The problem formulation can be stated as139

follows. Consider a set of data samples T = {x1, . . . ,xN} in R
d arranged as columns of the data140

matrix X = [x1, . . . ,xN ], where d denotes the sample dimension. The goal is to select the most141

representative samples within the sample set T . SMRS is a filtering method that uses the concept142

of relevance ranking. In other words, the relevance score of each sample xi, i = 1, . . . , N is first143

estimated. Based on the sorted relevance scores, the most relevant prototypes are then selected144

using a predefined threshold or fixed number of prototypes. The basic idea of [19] is to estimate145

the coefficients for the self-representativeness of the data, from which the relevance score of each146

sample can be derived. The basic assumption is that each data sample is equal or close to a linear147

combination of some samples in the original data set. Mathematically, this assumption can be148

written as follows:149

xi = Xbi, i = 1, . . . , N

where bi is a vector of coefficients. The above N equations can be encapsulated in one single matrix150

equation X = XB where B = [b1, . . . ,bN ].151

The unknown matrix can be estimated by minimizing the following criterion using some regu-152

larization on the unknown coefficients:153

N∑

i=1

‖xi −Xbi‖
2 = ‖X−XB‖2F

where ‖A‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of the matrix A, i.e. ‖A‖F = (
∑

i

∑
j A

2
ij)

1/2. The154

regularization plays an important role in order to get useful coding coefficients. In particular, the155

regularization becomes crucial whenever the system is undetermined (number of samples is greater156

than the dimensionality of the sample). The SMRS method [19] estimates the matrix B by adding157
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a regularization term given by the L1,2 norm of B. Thus, the matrix B is estimated by minimizing158

the following criterion:159

B = argmin
B

(
1

2
‖X−XB‖2 + λ ‖B‖1,2

)
s.t.1T B = 1T (1)

where λ is a positive regularization parameter. The above criterion has two terms. The first is the160

least square error associated with the self-representativeness of data. The second is the L1,2 norm161

of the matrix B, i.e., ‖B‖1,2 =
∑

j [|b(j,1)|
2 + . . . + |b(j,N)|

2]
1

2 . Thus, the regularization term is the162

L1,2 norm of B (i.e., sum of L2 norm of the rows of the matrix B). This norm imposes that the163

matrix of coefficients B is block-sparse. It can be considered as an approximation to the L0,2 norm164

of a matrix (the number of non-null rows). Thus, in essence, the optimization problem provided by165

(1) attempts to compute the unknown matrix that simultaneously provides the least reconstruction166

error and that has the least number of non-null rows (a low rank matrix). The affine constraint167

1T B = 1T makes the selection of representatives invariant with respect to a global translation of168

the data. The optimization of (1) can be carried out using the Alternating Direction Method of169

Multipliers (ADMM) [8]. Thus, the relevance score of the ith sample is set to the L2 norm of the ith170

row of B. It should be noted that in a supervised learning context, the same framework of SMRS171

can be applied to each class separately to find the most representative examples in each class.172

3 Proposed Approaches173

3.1 Motivation174

As can be seen, the state-of-the-art methods for combining feature selection and instance selection175

can be mainly divided into two groups. In the first group, referred to as FSIS, the proposed176

algorithms perform feature selection followed by instance selection. In the second group, the two177

processes are performed simultaneously. These are referred to as FIS. A deep look into related work178

on FIS methods shows that the majority of these approaches, which attempt to solve these problems179

in a broad generic formulation, solve them by using specialized versions of genetic algorithms that180

divide the chromosome into two distinct regions, one for features and one for instances, and apply181

separate operators to each region. The main solution to FIS problems is given by evolutionary182

algorithms, which are able to achieve a solution where the fitness function depends mainly on183

the performance of a given classifier and on the reduction of features and instances. However,184
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the use of criteria derived from manifold learning paradigms has received much less attention. In185

this work, the joint selection of features and instances is solved by using some manifold learning186

criteria for the FS part and an efficient self-representation of the data for the IS part. Motivated187

by the fact that the combination FSIS can be generally more interesting than the combination IS188

+ FS, when dealing with real-world problems [55], we propose three schemes for combining feature189

selection and instance selection. All three schemes use an evolutionary scheme for searching the190

FS solution part, but the IS part is solved and integrated within this evolutionary algorithm using191

a self-representation scheme for the data, thus avoiding the use of a specific chromosome for the192

instance selection part.193

The three proposed schemes have some interesting properties in terms of effectiveness and194

efficiency. This is discussed in more detail in the next section. The first scheme is a wrapper195

technique. The second and third schemes are filtering techniques (i.e., their fitness function does196

not depend on a particular classifier). All the proposed schemes use a similar search strategy given197

by a genetic algorithm (GA). For the three proposed schemes, we use only one chromosome for198

feature selection and the final selection of both features and instances is guided by a fitness score199

that considers the candidate feature subset and the associated selected instances. We emphasize200

that there is no chromosome for the instances, since the selection of the instances is performed on201

the candidate feature subset using the efficient SMRS method.202

The proposed methods are based on some collaboration between Feature Selection and Instance203

Selection. Moreover, the number of Features Selected is not fixed in the sense that the search process204

tries to find the best features from the data. In practice, the size of the selected features is generally205

between 40% and 60% of the original features.206

3.2 Outline of the proposed schemes207

In this section, we describe our three proposed methods for feature selection and instance selection.208

In all the proposed methods, a genetic algorithm is used to perform the search for the optimal209

feature chromosome. The first scheme is a wrapper technique, while the other two schemes do not210

depend on the classifier. Suppose that we have a training dataset represented by the data matrix211

X ∈ R
D×N , where X = [x1, . . . ,xN ], where each datum xi, i = {1, . . . , N}, has D features.212

Our goal is to use a genetic algorithm that maximizes a fitness function to select the features213

from each data, and then we select the instances using the method of SMRS. First, we build a binary214
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chromosome whose size is given by D. In this chromosome, a bit value of one in the chromosome215

representation means that the corresponding feature is included in the given subset, and the value216

of zero means that the corresponding feature is not included in the subset. Second, we create a217

fitness function that focuses on maximizing the performance for a given set of features and the218

corresponding selected instances. The relationship between features and instances is treated as219

something related to their quality for a supervised learning task. A textual description of the220

framework can be seen as follows: At the beginning, the complete sets of features and instances221

are set as initial solutions. There are two separate processes for selecting features and instances.222

Starting with the initial data, the new solution is generated using the feature selection meta-223

heuristic, where the features of the data are reduced, then the algorithm performs instance selection224

based on the feature subset, which results in a given solution for feature and instance selection. The225

goal is to find the optimal feature chromosome by maximizing the fitness function, which already226

quantifies the goodness of the feature subset and the instance subset.227

In this work, we introduce three fitness functions that produce three different schemes. The first228

one (wrapper FSIS) based on classification accuracy, while the second and third fitness functions229

are based on LDA and LDE criteria, respectively. The classifiers used in our work are: Nearest230

Neighbor (NN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM).231

3.3 Wrapper approach: W-FSIS232

First, we build a binary chromosome H for feature selection. The size of H is D. Our goal is233

to use a genetic algorithm that optimize a fitness function that score both the subset of features234

associated to the current chromosome and the selected instances provided by the SMRS method.235

Second, we build a fitness function focused on maximizing the classification rate.236

The flowchart of the proposed fitness function associated with the wrapper FSIS is illustrated in237

Figure 1. Since it is a wrapper technique, the fitness is mainly set to the rate of correct classification238

of the used classifier over some data with known labels. Due the specific problem that is given by a239

cooperative feature selection instance selection, the rate should actually score the goodness of the240

subset of features and the subset of the associated selected instances. Let XF ∈ R
F×N denote the241

data matrix X after feature selection. That is to say XF is X from which all features, that have242

their chromosome bit equal to zero, have been eliminated. Let XI ∈ R
F×M denote the output of243

instance selection given by the SMRS method when applied on XF . Here M denotes the number244
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X 

Feature selection

chromosome

X
F

Training set

X
F1

RF1 & RF2X
F2

Feature

selection

Random split

N

RI

X
I

X
N

M

F

N

Instance selection

(SMRS)

D

Figure 1: Wrapper FSIS algorithm. This figure summarizes the design of the fitness function
associated with the proposed wrapper FSIS algorithm. The fitness function of each feature selection
chromosome is set to a blend of three classification errors obtained after carrying out the feature
selection and the instance selection processes. In the proposed algorithm only the features have a
chromosome that is optimized using a genetic algorithm.
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of selected instances. In practice, M is user-defined. Let XN ∈ R
F×(N−M) denote the non-selected245

instances in XF . We have XF = XI
⋃
XN .246

Thus, based on the content of the current chromosome and the associated output of the SMRS247

method, we are able to generate from the training set the following data matrices: XF , XI , and248

XN . We then randomly split the training matrix XF into two equal parts: XF1 and XF2. Based249

on the four parts XF1, XF2, XI , and XN , we can estimate three classification rates for a given250

classifier as it is shown in Figure 1. The first rate, denoted by RF1 is the classifier success rate251

when the part XF1 is used as a training set and the part XF2 is used as a test set. The second252

rate, denoted by rF2, is the classifier success rate when the part XF2 is used as a training set and253

the part XF1 is used as a test set. The third rate, denoted by RI , is the classifier success rate254

when the part XI is used as a training set and the part XN is used as a test set. By merging all255

these classification rates, the accuracy of the current chromosome, H, can be given by the following256

formula:257

Acc(H) = λRI + (1− λ)
(RF1 +RF2)

2

where λ is a positive number between 0 and 1. The reduction rate of the chromosome H is:258

Reduction(H) = 1−
#FeaturesSelected

D

By merging the classification rate and the reduction rate, the fitness of the current chromosome,259

H, can be evaluated by the following formula:260

Fitness(H) = α .Acc(H) + (1− α) .Reduction(H) (2)

where α is a positive number between zero and one. For tasks where accuracy can be the primary261

objective, this parameter can be set to a value very close to one.262

As it can be seen, the above fitness function takes into account the quality of the selected263

features and that of the selected instances. Based on the fitness function, a genetic algorithm is264

invoked in order to estimate the optimal chromosome. The main steps of the proposed Wrapper265

FSIS method are given in Algorithm 1.266

It is worth noting that for a given number of selected instances, the selected instances ob-267

tained by the SMRS method are linked to the content of the feature chromosome and thus can be268
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considered as deterministic samples.269

Data: Training dataset X (a D ×N matrix), number of selected instances per class K,
and an evaluation function

Result: Set of ds selected features (ds < D) and set of K instances per class

• t = 0 ;
• Initialize P (t) = {H1, H2, . . . , Hm} ;
• Evaluate P (t) ;
Repeat until (termination condition is satisfied)

• Select P (t+ 1) from P (t) ;

• Recombine P (t+ 1) ;

• Evaluate the individuals in P (t+ 1) using the fitness function (2) ;

• t = t+ 1;

End Select the best individual in P (t∗);

Algorithm 1: Outline of the proposed Wrapper FSIS method.

3.4 Filter FSIS based on LDA criterion270

3.4.1 Background: Feature subset selection using LDA criterion271

Appropriate classification of data points requires the data points belonging to different classes be272

ideally far apart from each other and those belonging to the same class should be as near as possible.273

The extents of such inter-class separability and intra-class nearness depends on the features of the274

data points.275

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [29, 38] seeks a linear combination of features that char-276

acterizes or separates two or more classes of objects or events. Initially, LDA was used in order277

to estimate a linear projection of data. It turned out that the same criterion can be used in order278

to select a subset of features by replacing the projection matrix by a selection matrix [38]. Based279

on LDA criterion, the authors of [38] propose a trace ratio for feature subset selection. The LDA280

criterion (after projection or feature selection) favors a high within-class compactness and a large281

between-class separation. In the Fisher discriminant analysis, the corresponding D × D scatter282

matrices Sw, Sb are defined as follows:283

Sw = X (I−G(GTG)−1GT )XT = XLw XT

284

Sb = X (G(GTG)−1GT −
1

N
11T )XT = XLbX

T
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where 1 = [1, 1, ..., 1]T ∈ R
N , G ∈ B

N×C is the label matrix, Gij = 1 if xi is labeled as the j-th285

class and Gij = 0 otherwise. C is the number of classes.286

By fixing the size of the feature subset to F , the problem stated in [38] is to find the selection287

matrixW ∈ B
D×F (each column ofW is formed by zeros except one element is one) that maximizes288

the following trace ratio:289

W = argmax
W

tr(WT XLbX
TW)

tr(WT XLwX
TW)

(3)

where tr(.) denotes the trace of a matrix, X is the original data matrix, W ∈ R
D×F is the selection290

matrix, Lb is the between-class Laplacian matrix associated with the data X, and Lw is the within-291

class Laplacian matrix Given the number of selected features F , the authors devise an iterative292

algorithm in order to obtain the optimal selected features by optimizing the above trace ratio.293

In [36], the author showed that by normalizing the rows of the data matrix (i.e., the features294

over instances) using zero-mean unit variance normalization, the trace ratio optimization becomes295

simpler since the method is based on scoring individual features and on taking the subset of F296

features that have the highest scores. Furthermore, it was shown that the normalization process297

may lead to better performances.298

3.4.2 Proposed LDA-FSIS299

The wrapper technique described in the previous section must learn and test a classifier for each300

chromosome in order to compute the rates intervening in fitness. This process can be computa-301

tionally intensive for large datasets. In this section, we propose a filtering approach that is able to302

provide a solution for feature and instance selection without the use of a classifier. Our filtering303

approach follows the main steps described in the previous section. However, the main difference is304

that the fitness function does not depend on a particular classifier. Therefore, the fitness compu-305

tation is much more efficient since no classifier needs to be trained or tested. The flowchart of the306

proposed fitness function in conjunction with the filter FSIS method is shown in Figure 2.307

Similarly to the wrapper method, for a given chromosome configuration, we can generate the308

matrix data XF ∈ R
F×N . Then, the SMRS method selects the most relevant instances in XF .309

This provides the data matrix XI ∈ R
F×M . It should be noted that F is imposed by the content of310

the current feature chromosome (it is equal to the number of bits having one) while M is imposed311

by the SMRS method or by the user.312
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Let X̂I denote the row-wise normalized version of XI . Each row in XI is normalized to have313

a zero mean and unit variance. From the current data matrix XI , one can generate the M × M314

matrices Lb and Lw. Therefore, the fitness function of the current feature chromosome is given by:315

Fitness(H) =
tr(X̂I LbX̂

T

I )

tr(X̂I LwX̂
T

I )
(4)

A high value for the score given in Eq. (4) means that the subset of F features and M instances316

are good with respect to the class discrimination of the data matrix XI . We emphasize the fact317

that the selected M instances, that are represented by XI , are already assumed to be the most318

relevant representatives in the set of instances XF . Therefore, the fitness function defined by (4)319

is a good indicator about the goodness of the solution (features and instances) associated with the320

current chromosome.321

A genetic algorithm is invoked in order to estimate the optimal solution where the fitness322

function is given by (4). The resulting scheme is coined LDA-FSIS.323

3.5 FSIS based on LDE criterion324

3.5.1 Background: LDE criterion325

Local Discriminant Embedding (LDE) [10] attempts to separate the submanifold of each class, and326

specifically derives the embedding for classification in a low-dimensional Euclidean space. LDE has327

a similar expression to LDA. However, the Laplacian matrices are computed differently. In fact,328

LDE is based on two graphs: The intra-class graph Gw (intrinsic graph) and the inter-class graph329

Gb (penalty). Let l(xi) be the class label of xi. For each data sample xi, two subsets, Nw(xi)330

and Nb(xi) are computed. Nw(xi) contains the neighbors that share the same label with xi, while331

Nb(xi) contains the neighbors with different labels. A simple way to compute these two sets of332

neighbors associated with the local sample is to use two nearest neighbor graphs: one nearest333

neighbor graph for homogeneous samples (parameterized by K1) and one nearest neighbor graph334

for heterogeneous samples (parameterized by K2). Note that K1 and K2 can be different and are335

chosen with empirical values.336

Each of the previously mentioned graphs, Gw and Gb, is represented by its corresponding affinity337

(weight) matrix Ww and Wb, respectively Wb. The entries of these symmetric matrices are defined338

by the following formulas:339
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Figure 2: Proposed manifold based fitness function for FSIS. This figure summarizes the design of
the fitness function associated with the two proposed FSIS algorithms. The score of each feature
selection chromosome quantifies the goodness of the selected features and instances in terms of
class separability. I our work, we derive two fitness functions yielding two manifold based schemes:
LDA-FSIS and LDE-FSIS. In the proposed algorithm only the features have a chromosome that is
optimized using a genetic algorithm.
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Sw,ij =





sim(xi,xj) if xj ∈ Nw(xi) or xi ∈ Nw(xj)

0, otherwise
(5)

Sb,ij =





1 if xj ∈ Nb(xi) or xi ∈ Nb(xj)

0, otherwise
(6)

where sim(xi,xk) is a real value that encodes the similarity between xi and xk. Without loss of340

generality, we assume that sim(xi,xk) belongs to the interval [0, 1]. Simple choices for this function341

are the Kernel heat and the cosine.342

The Laplacian matrices associated with the graph Gw and Gb are given by:343

Lw = Dw − Sw (7)

Lb = Db − Sb (8)

where Dw denotes the diagonal weight matrix, whose entries are column (or row, since Sw is344

symmetric) sums of Sw.345

The projection matrix W can be estimated by maximizing the following trace ratio:346

W = argmax
W

tr
(
WT XLbX

T W
)

tr
(
WT XLw WT W

) (9)

3.5.2 Proposed LDE-FSIS347

Similarly to LDA-FSIS, we can generate a fitness function based on LDE criterion. For a given348

chromosome configuration, we can generate the data matrix XI ∈ R
F×M . The fitness of a given349

feature chromosome becomes:350

Fitnesss(H) =
tr(X̂I LbX̂

T

I )

tr(X̂I LwX̂
T

I )
(10)

where the Laplacian matrices Lw and Lb are given by (5), (6), (7), and (8).351
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4 Differences with existing work352

4.1 Proposed W-FSIS scheme vs. simultaneous FIS353

The majority of simultaneous FIS LDE is proposed to address some limitations of the global354

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) method. It extends the concept of LDA to perform local355

discrimination. According to graph-based embedding paradigms, the schemes are based on the use356

of a chromosome, which is used to select both features and instances. The optimal chromosome357

(with binary or real values) is estimated using a wrapper method. Therefore, when the number358

of features and instances increases, these methods may face problems in terms of effectiveness and359

efficiency. On the other hand, our proposed wrapper method has two main differences. First, it360

uses only one chromosome for feature selection. The instance selection is performed using a data361

self-representation method, which provides the best subset of relevant instances given the subset362

of features.363

Second, FIS algorithms are very often performed with wrapper techniques based on a genetic364

algorithm. These techniques can reduce the number of features and instances by penalizing low365

feature and instance reduction rates. There is a tradeoff between achieving high accuracy and high366

data reduction [43]. Their global fitness uses equilibrium parameters that can be difficult to tune.367

On the other hand, our scheme uses a different type of instance compression. By using SMRS368

instance selection, the number of selected instances can be either explicitly specified by the user369

or automatically estimated from the associated encoding matrix, since this matrix is a row-sparse370

matrix.371

We emphasize the fact that whenever the number of original features becomes very large, the372

use of dimensionality reduction based on manifold learning such as Principal Component Analysis373

(PCA) can reduce the size of the feature chromosome from thousands of bits to just a few tenths.374

This property can benefit both our proposed schemes and the simultaneous FIS schemes. However,375

the simultaneous schemes cannot benefit from manifold dimension reduction techniques to reduce376

the size of the instance chromosome because its size is still equal to the number of instances in the377

original dataset. In our proposed scheme, there is no chromosome for the instances.378
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4.2 Proposed LDA-FSIS and LDE-FSIS schemes vs. sequential FSIS techniques379

All filter methods adopting FS as a first step have two main shortcomings. First, the set of selected380

features is estimated independently of the instance selection step. Thus, the process of instance381

selection depends entirely on the solution found on the whole set of instance. Second, the filter382

methods require an a priori knowledge of the number of features to be selected. On the other hand,383

our proposed schemes (LDA-FSIS and LDE-FSIS) explore feature subset selection in a way that the384

instance selection intervenes in the scoring process of a given candidate feature subset. By doing so,385

there is an explicit interaction between FS and IS steps. Furthermore, due to the adopted search386

mechanism, our proposed schemes do not require prior knowledge about the number of selected387

features.388

5 Performance evaluation389

5.1 Datasets390

Our experiments were conducted on five public image datasets, including handwritten digits, face391

images in which the pose of faces ranged from profile to frontal view, object images with a variety of392

complex geometry and reflectance properties, and image datasets described by high-level features.393

In the following, we give a brief description of some of the features of these datasets.394

• USPS1: Handwritten Digit dataset consists of 11,000 grayscale images of the ten digits ”0”395

to ”9”; each class (digit) has 1100 images.396

• Sheffield 2 It contains 575 facial images of 20 people. The poses of the faces range from397

profile to frontal views. The original image size is 112×92 pixels with 8-bit grey levels. In398

our experiments, the images are rescaled to 56×46 pixels.399

• COIL-203: This dataset (Columbia Object Image Library) consists of 1440 images of 20400

objects. Each object was subjected to 72 rotations (each object has 72 images). The objects401

exhibit a wide variety of complex geometry and reflectance properties.402

• Image Segmentation Dataset 4 The image data is described by 19 numerically-valued403

1http : //www.cs.nyu.edu/ roweis/data.html
2https : //www.sheffield.ac.uk/eee/research/iel/research/face
3www.cs.columbia.edu/CAV E/software/softlib/coil − 20.php
4https : //archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Image+ Segmentation
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high-level attributes. The number of classes is 7. The whole dataset contains 2310 instances.404

• Extended Yale - part B5: It contains 38 human subjects, each with about 60 images.405

Lighting and facial expression variations are present in these images. The original size of the406

images was 192× 168, in our experiments we scaled the images to 32× 32.407

5.2 Experimental setup408

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed methods (LDA-FSIS, LDE-FSIS,409

and W-FSIS) with that of state-of-the-art selection strategies. The performance is quantified by410

the classification accuracy (recognition rate) using the selected features and instances as training411

data. In our work, we adopted a commonly used protocol to evaluate the classification accuracy412

after selecting features and instances. First, each dataset is randomly divided into two parts: a413

training part and a testing part. Then, the training part is processed with a given selection method414

that selects a subset of features and a set of training instances. The test part is then recognized415

either with all training data and all features (in the tables representing the recognition results,416

this is called ”All Data”) or with the selected features and instances (in the tables, each method417

corresponds to a row). This automatic detection is performed by two classifiers: Nearest Neighbor418

(NN), and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Then, the recognition performance of each selection419

method or scheme can be quantified using the ground truth labels of the test set. Since the same420

training and test data are used, the difference in classification performance will almost certainly be421

due to the selection algorithm alone. For a fair comparison, all instance selection algorithms are422

used to provide the same number of selected instances.423

We conduct three groups of experiments. In the first group, we compare the proposed methods424

with methods that use sequential processing, where feature selection is applied first and then425

instance selection is applied to the training sets with selected features. In the second group of426

experiments, we compare the proposed methods with methods that apply joint feature and instance427

selection. In the third group of experiments, we compare our proposed methods with some instance428

selection methods. We used the MATLAB genetic algorithm with the following main parameters:429

The number of generations is set to 20 and the population size is set to 150. For the first two sets430

of experiments, the data partitioning into training and test sets is given in Table 2. This table also431

5http : //vision.ucsd.edu/ ∼ leekc/ExtY aleDatabase/
ExtY aleB.html
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illustrates the percentage of selected samples used in the training set.432

5.3 Experimental results433

Table 2: Adopted training and testing parts for the five datasets. The last column depicts the
percentage of selected instances with respect to the train part.

Dataset Training Testing Selected Instances from Training

Sheffield 93.9% 6.1% 18.5%
COIL-20 83.3% 16.7% 8.3%
USPS 83.3% 16.7% 4.0%
Segmentation 90.9% 9.1% 10.0%
Extended Yale 80.0% 20.0% 16.7%

First group: Proposed schemes vs. FSIS schemes For feature selection, we consider the434

following methods. Fisher method [23] is a well-known feature selection method. It computes a435

score for a feature as the ratio of interclass separation and intraclass variance, where features are436

evaluated independently, and the final feature selection occurs by aggregating the m top ranked437

ones. Feature Selection via SVM (FSV) [9] which is a wrapper method, where the feature selection438

process is injected into the training of an SVM by a linear programming technique. Mutual infor-439

mation (MutInf) method [67] is a filter method where the feature are first considered individually,440

ranked, and then a subset is extracted. The Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy (mRMR)441

algorithm [42] selects a subset of features having the most correlation with a class (relevance) and442

the least correlation between themselves (redundancy). The Relief algorithm [52] performs feature443

ranking based on the concept of margin that is computed for each feature.444

We evaluate the classification performance of the methods in two scenarios. In the first scenario,445

we only apply feature selection using the whole set of training samples (FS). In this scenario, there446

is no instance selection. In the second scenario, we apply feature selection followed by instance447

selection where a given number of the most relevant samples are retained. In this scenario, all448

compared algorithms use the SMRS instance selection method. In our work we have adopted a449

commonly used protocol to evaluate the classification accuracy. We proceed as follows. The whole450

dataset is randomly split into two parts: a training part and a test part. For the first scenario, the451

training part is processed by a given feature selection method and the test part will be processed452

by selecting the features based on the found selected features selected from the training data. For453

the second scenario, feature selection is applied on the training data, then the obtained training454
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data (selected features) undergo an instance selection using the SMRS method.455

Finally the recognition rate is quantified on the test data. The classification is carried out456

by two classifiers: Nearest Neighbor (NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). For the second457

scenario, and for a fair comparison, all compared algorithms are used such a way they use the same458

number of selected instances.459

Tables 3-7 illustrate the obtained performance on the five image datasets. In these tables, the460

number of selected representatives per class by the IS method (SMRS) is depicted at the top of461

each table.462

For the classic schemes (FS+IS) (shown in the first six rows in Tables 3-7, we used the 40 % top463

ranked features. The last row in each table illustrates the performance using all training data (i.e.,464

all features and all samples). Best results are shown in bold. From these tables, we can observe465

the following.466

• The FS methods that work on all samples can improve the classification performance; whereas467

for the FS+IS paradigms the performance decreases. This is very consistent with the essence468

of the objectives sought by FS and IS. The objective of FS methods is to reduce the features469

while maintaining or improving the final performance. The objective of IS methods is to470

reduce the instances while maintaining a performance close to the one obtained with the471

whole training dataset.472

• For the FS methods without any instance selection, the proposed schemes LDA-FSIS and473

LDE-FSIS achieve start-of-the art performance and for some datasets they gave better results474

(the Segmentation and Extended Yale datasets).475

• For the FS+IS methods, in general the proposed schemes outperformed the other competing476

methods.477

• For the NN classifier, the proposed LDA-FSIS and LDE-FSIS outperformed the proposed478

Wrapper-FSIS scheme. For the SVM classifier, there is no clear conclusion about which479

scheme is the superior.480

We emphasise that our three proposed methods automatically compute the number of selected481

features. We used a genetic algorithm that can automatically determine the suboptimal chromo-482

some. In this chromosome, the number of bits taking the value of one is not predetermined and483
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is determined by the genetic algorithm performing a full feature subset selection (number and484

positions).485

We also report the obtained performance of the competing method (FS +IS) on the dataset486

Extended Yale. In this case, the feature selection method is Fisher’s method and the instance487

selection method is SMRS. Figure 3 shows the color map of SVM performance as a function of488

selected attributes and selected representatives per class.489
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Figure 3: The SVM classifer’s performance versus the number of selected instances (per class) and
the percentage of relevant attributes. The Extended Yale dataset was used. The method is given
by the Fisher selection followed by the SMRS instance selection method.

Second group: Proposed schemes vs. simultaneous FIS schemes For the simultaneous490

feature and instance selection, we consider the following methods: (i) A wrapper method that491

foolws a main trend for the simultaneous feature and instance selection. It is based on the classifier492

performance optimization, (ii) Instance and feature selection based on cooperative coevolution493

(IFS-coco) [12], and (iii) Feature Weighting and Instance Weighting (FWIW) [43]. According to494

the work described in [43] the simultaneous FWIW gave superior results to other schemes involving495

hard selection. Thus, in our comparison will use this variant.496

Table 8 depicts a comparison between our proposed schemes and the above mentioned methods497

on the five datasets. The number of selected instances is the same for all compared methods that498

allow to fix this number. The latter is shown in the previous tables. As it can be seen, in general, the499

proposed LDA-FSIS and LDE-FSIS schemes have outperformed the competing simultaneous feature500
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and instance selection methods. This holds for the two classifiers. Our proposed methods LDA-FSIS501

and LDE-FSIS do not implement a simultaneous selection scheme. Instead, they optimize a score502

that depends on within-class and between-class graphs as well as on the best relevant instances for503

a given feature subset. Thus, our proposed schemes are still more efficient than the simultaneous504

feature and instance selection paradigms since the computational cost of the manifold-based fitness505

function is much less than carrying out an entire classifier training and testing. Regarding the506

compared wrapper methods (our proposed W-FSIS method and the competing method shown in507

the first row), the proposed W-FSIS outperformed the competing method in five configurations out508

of ten.509

Third group: Proposed schemes vs. IS schemes We also compare the proposed method510

with the following instance selection methods: Kmedoids [28], Collaborative Neighborhood Rep-511

resentation (CNR) [15], simple random selection of training data (Rand), Prototype Selection by512

Relevance (PSR) [39], DROP3 [62], Two Phase CNR (TPCNR) [13], Ensembles of instance selec-513

tion methods based on feature subset (EIS) [7], SMRS [19], Decremental SMRS (D-SMRS) [15],514

and the nonlinear sparse modeling [14].515

From the previous experiments, we can observe that the LDA-FSIS and the LDE-FSIS schemes516

are giving the best performance. In this group of experiments, we focus on the LDA-FSIS scheme.517

The number of selected instances is the same for all compared methods that allow to fix this518

number. The experimental setup adopted by the first two groups of experiments is slightly changed.519

Thus, we set the number of representatives per class for the Extended Yale, COIL-20, USPS, and520

Segmentation datasets to 12, 10, 50, and 60, respectively.521

Table 9 depicts a comparison between our proposed LDA-FSIS and the mentioned instance522

selection methods on five datasets. We can observe that the proposed manifold-based scheme523

LDA-FSIS has outperformed all competing selection methods. This suggests that performing fea-524

ture selection and instance selection using the proposed scheme can be better than using instance525

selection on the full original set of features.526

Influence of the representative subset size. Figure 4 illustrates the recognition rate527

of the proposed method LDA-FSIS as a function of the number of representatives. The SVM528

classifier is used. We can observe that by increasing the number of representatives the classification529

performance improves. Note that the classification rate obtained with the whole training set (1000530
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Table 3: Proposed schemes versus FSIS schemes on the Sheffield dataset.

NN SVM

Method FS FS + IS (K=5 samples/27) FS FS + IS (K=5 samples/27)

Fisher [23] 98.7 91.3 98.1 95.6

FSV [9] 98.7 88.2 96.9 90.1

mRMR [67] 98.7 89.5 98.1 91.3

mutINF [42] 98.1 88.2 98.1 89.5

Relief [52] 98.1 88.1 98.7 92.3

LDE 98.1 86.4 98.1 89.5

LDA-FSIS 98.7 94.4 98.7 97.5

LDE-FSIS 98.7 95.0 98.1 96.2

W-FSIS 98.7 91.3 98.1 95.6

All data 98.1 98.1

Table 4: Proposed schemes versus FSIS schemes on the COIL-20 dataset.

NN SVM

Method FS FS + IS (K=5 samples/60) FS FS + IS (K=5 samples/60)

Fisher [23] 100 87.9 99.5 92.5

FSV [9] 100 84.1 100 87.9

mRMR [67] 100 86.2 100 88.3

mutINF [42] 100 84.1 100 87.9

Relief [52] 100 85.1 99.5 89.3

LDE 100 84.1 100 87.9

LDA-FSIS 100 88.3 100 92.5

LDE-FSIS 100 87.9 100 91.6

W-FSIS 100 84.5 100 95.0

All data 100 100

Table 5: Proposed schemes versus FSIS schemes on the USPS dataset.

NN SVM

Method FS FS + IS (K=20 samples/500) FS FS + IS (K=20 samples/500)

Fisher [23] 96.6 82.6 97.8 87.6

FSV [9] 92.2 73.4 93.3 80.6

mRMR [67] 96.0 82.2 97.0 86.2

mutINF [42] 96.4 84.4 97.2 90.6

Relief [52] 95.2 81.1 96.6 85.5

LDE 96.0 82.2 97.4 90.4

LDA-FSIS 96.0 82.8 97.4 88.0

LDE-FSIS 95.8 81.0 97.2 86.2

W-FSIS 95.0 75.2 97.0 80.2

All data 94.6 98.0
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Table 6: Proposed schemes versus FSIS schemes on the Segmentation dataset.

NN SVM

Method FS FS+IS (K=30 samples/300) FS FS + IS (K=30 samples/300)

Fisher [23] 90.9 75.7 85.7 78.5

FSV [9] 90.9 50.0 79.5 63.3

mRMR [67] 92.3 70.0 80.9 72.8

mutINF [42] 90.4 65.7 71.9 71.4

Relief [52] 93.1 70.1 84.4 77.3

LDE 92.8 72.8 83.8 78.5

LDA-FSIS 96.6 86.1 96.1 88.6

LDE-FSIS 95.2 86.6 96.1 89.5

W-FSIS 94.7 83.8 95.7 92.3

All data 95.7 95.2

Table 7: Proposed schemes versus FSIS schemes on the Extended Yale dataset.

NN SVM

Method FS FS+IS (K=8 samples/48) FS FS + IS (K=8 samples/48)

Fisher [23] 80.0 59.5 85.0 68.4

FSV [9] 38.5 24.0 80.0 60.9

mRMR [67] 73.9 51.2 82.2 69.8

mutINF [42] 43.2 32.1 82.2 64.5

Relief [52] 71.1 50.8 81.1 65.3

LDE 45.9 31.0 81.4 62.8

LDA-FSIS 88.9 69.8 96.9 81.4

LDE-FSIS 88.3 62.3 94.7 78.6

W-FSIS 80.6 62.0 95.2 82.2

All data 78.1 98.6
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Table 8: Comparison with simultaneous FIS methods. The used datasets are: Sheffield, COIL-20, USPS,
Segmentation, and Extended Yale.

Sheffield

Method NN SVM

FS&IS based on rate 92.1 96.4

IFS-coco [12] 93.4 95.1

FWIW [43] 94.2 97.1

LDA-FSIS 94.4 97.5

LDE-FSIS 95.0 96.2

W-FSIS 91.3 95.6

COIl-20

Method NN SVM

FS&IS based on rate 88.1 93.4

IFS-coco [12] 89.5 94.1

FWIW [43] 89.1 94.3

LDA-FSIS 88.3 92.5

LDE-FSIS 87.9 91.6

W-FSIS 84.5 95.0

USPS

Method NN SVM

FS&IS based on rate 80.3 85.4

IFS-coco [12] 81.1 84.1

FWIW [43] 85.1 91.3

LDA-FSIS 82.2 88.0

LDE-FSIS 81.0 86.2

W-FSIS 75.2 80.2

Segmentation

Method NN SVM

FS&IS based on rate 79.1 83.5

IFS-coco [12] 82.3 88.1

FWIW [43] 81.4 88.7

LDA-FSIS 86.1 88.6

LDE-FSIS 86.6 89.5

W-FSIS 83.8 92.3

Extended Yale

Method NN SVM

FS&IS based on rate 59.4 68.9

IFS-coco [12] 64.1 71.3

FWIW [43] 67.3 70.4

LDA-FSIS 69.8 81.4

LDE-FSIS 62.3 78.6

W-FSIS 62.0 82.2
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Table 9: Comparison with IS methods. The used datasets are: Extended Yale, COIL-20, USPS, and
Segmentation.

Extended Yale

Method NN SVM

Rand 94.5 97.7
K-medoids [28] 96.7 98.1

PSR [39] 93.1 89.8

DROP3 [62] 96.3 97.1

EIS [7] 91.7 92.1

CNR [15] 94.3 93.7

TPCNR [15] 92.9 90.8

SMRS [19] 93.9 97.7

D-SMRS [13] 95.9 98.3

Nonlinear Sparse Modeling[14] 96.1 98.8

LDA-FSIS 96.4 99.1

COIL-20

Method NN SVM

Rand 89.1 92.0

K-medoids [28] 91.2 93.7

PSR [39] 81.6 84.6

DROP3 [62] 81.2 77.5

EIS [7] 71.7 75.4

CNR [15] 89.6 93.7

TPCNR [15] 91.6 93.3

SMRS [19] 90.8 96.2

D-SMRS [13] 92.0 96.6

Nonlinear Sparse Modeling [14] 92.6 96.6

LDA-FSIS 93.7 98.1

USPS

Method NN SVM

Rand 88.6 92.4
K-medoids [28] 88.8 93.0

PSR [39] 82.8 80.0

DROP3 [62] 87.0 89.4

EIS [7] 85.8 90.6

CNR [15] 80.9 90.0

TPCNR [15] 89.0 94.8

SMRS [19] 81.6 95.2

D-SMRS [13] 82.6 96.0

Nonlinear Sparse Modeling [14] 93.0 96.8

LDA-FSIS 93.7 98.0

Segmentation

Method NN SVM

Rand 90.8 91.5
K-medoids [28] 92.0 93.7
PSR [39] 89.3 91.8
DROP3 [62] 86.9 91.0
EIS [7] 88.6 90.1
CNR [15] 80.0 83.6
TPCNR [15] 88.3 94.3
SMRS [19] 88.6 93.4
D-SMRS [13] 92.2 93.7
Nonlinear Sparse Modeling [14] 93.7 94.7

LDA-FSIS 94.4 98.9
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examples per class) was 98.8%.531
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Figure 4: Effect of the number of selected instances (per class) on the final classification using the
proposed LDA-FSIS with the USPS dataset.

6 Conclusion532

This paper addresses the problem of joint feature and instance selection. We propose three schemes533

for combining feature selection and instance selection. All three schemes use an evolutionary534

scheme for finding the feature selection solution. The instance selection part is integrated into535

this evolutionary algorithm, which searches for the best subset of features. Instance selection is536

performed on candidate features using an efficient sparse modeling data self-representation scheme537

avoiding the use of a specific chromosome for the instance selection part. The first scheme is a538

wrapper technique that depends on the classifier used. The second and third schemes are filtering539

techniques that use fitness functions based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Local540

Discriminant Embedding (LDE) criteria, respectively.541

The three proposed schemes have some interesting properties in terms of effectiveness and effi-542

ciency. The classifiers used in our work are: Nearest Neighbor (NN) and Support Vector Machines543

(SVM). The proposed schemes were compared with three categories of algorithms: (i) schemes544

that perform feature selection followed by instance selection, (ii) schemes that perform feature545

and instance selection simultaneously, and (iii) schemes that perform instance selection only. The546

experiments involved image classification using the selected features and instances. The results547

obtained by the proposed schemes seem to be more accurate than those obtained by the competing548

schemes. In particular, the two filtering schemes that adopt the manifold structure can be very549
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